
2. Once the proper officer sanctions the drawback through EDI, the disbursal of amount is

a mere procedural part as the substantive action in the disbursal of drawback is sanctioning of

drawback by the proper officer.

3. The ICES1.5 EDIsystem does not provide an option to retransmit the scroll to the bank.

As a result, it becomes difficult to deal with the cases where bank is unable to credit the

sanctioned drawback amount. Further, there are diverse practices being followed in such cases

leading to avoidable delays.

4. Therefore, in order to streamline the process and minimize physical files, the following

procedure is prescribed:

i. In case the bank returns the scroll along with a banker's cheque, the Drawback-EDI

section shall forward the original cheque and the documents received from Bank to

Drawback (Manual) section. A copy of the said cheque and of the documents should

be kept by Drawback-EDI section for record purpose.

ii. The Drawback-EDI section shall also provide details of the exporters, whose drawback

amounts could not be credited by the Bank, along with their Bank account numbers

as mentioned in their corresponding Shipping Bill of the ICES1.5 EDI system to

Drawback (Manual) section.

amounts.

Instances have come to notice where the Proper Officer of Customs, DBK-EDI,ACC,

Mumbai, sanctions drawback and transmits the system generated scrolls through ICES1.5 EDI

System to the Customs nominated bank for disbursing the drawback to the concerned exporters.

The Nodal bank sometimes returns the scrolls without crediting the drawback amount to the

exporters 'accounts for reasons like account closed, mismatch of IFSCnumber, wrong account

number or any other reason by which the bank is unable to disburse this drawback amount to

the exporters mentioned in the scroll. Such return of scroll and non-crediting of sanctioned

amount of drawback to exporters' account delays the disbursal of legally sanctioned drawback
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iv. The Drawback (Manual) section shall then make a request to the nominated Nodal

Bank by forwarding a list mentioning the exporters' names and bank account

numbers as reflected in the Shipping Bill with a request to credit the drawback

amount, in the format decided by the Asstt'/Deputy Commissioner of Customs,

Drawback, in consultant with the Bank. The Drawback (Manual) section shall also

send the required cheque along with the request letter to the Bank.

v. The nominated nodal bank shall credit the drawback amount to the corresponding

exporter's account based on the request of Asstt. / Deputy Commissioner of

Customs, Drawback (Manual), ACC, Mumbai, immediately.

vi. All communication related to the return of drawback by Bank and request to credit

the drawback amount by the Drawback (Manual) section shall be done through

official e-mail besides physical documents, if required.

vii. The exporter or CHA is not required to make any application for crediting the already

sanctioned amount to the exporter's account.

viii. This procedure applies only to those cases where there is no change in the Bank

Account Number of the exporter. In other words, the drawback shall be credited to

the Bank Account No. mentioned in the Shipping Bill at the time of sanction of

drawback in the ICES1.5 EDI System.

S. Difficulties faced, if any, may be brought to the notice of Joint / Add!. Commissioner of

Customs (Export), Air Cargo Complex, Mumbai. 2
~~J
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iii. The Drawback (Manual) section shall maintain a register to keep records of details of

all the returned Shipping Bills along with Bank Account Nos. and Drawback amounts

for record.


